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Abstract. As one of the most popular additive manufacturing (AM) technologies
in the aerospace industry, laser metal deposition (LMD) employs moving laser to
melt the coaxially ejected metal powders near the laser focal point, forms a molten
pool on the substrate and consequently traps the powders and solidifies the tracks
to construct the components with complex geometry layer-by-layer. The
mechanical properties and functionality-related performance of the deposited
components by LMD depend on the factors such as metal powder’s material/shape,
supply status of powders and gas, laser-related manufacturing parameters.
According to these influencing factors, there are 4 sub-processes to be modelled in
sequence to realize holistic LMD modelling: (1)CFD simulation of the gas-powder
flow; (2)laser-powders interaction; (3)formation of molten pool due to laser
irradiation with mass and heat addition; (4)solidification of molten pool with
deposited metal powders and formed solid track. In this paper, gas-powder flow
within the internal passages of laser deposition head and then ejecting from the
nozzles’ tips were modelled and analyzed to give a well-depicted image of the
related key physics during the LMD process. An in-depth study of the gas-powder
flow in LMD via numerical simulation could give a better understanding of
subsequent formation mechanism of molten pool and deposited tracks, which will
eventually offer more controllable and optimized processing parameter sets to
improve the functionality-related performance of LMDed parts.
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1. Introduction
Laser metal deposition (LMD) is a promising additive manufacturing technology for
the fabrication of the near net shape parts with streams of metal powder for some high
performance applications in the aircraft & aerospace, high performance automotive,
medical device, nuclear industry[1]. Many physical phenomena and influencing factors
involve in the LMD additive manufacturing process and all of them will have direct or
indirect effect on the microstructure and material properties of the final deposited
parts[2-4]. A full control of these influencing factors and processing variables such as
laser power, scanning speed, powder density, powder feed rate, size distribution and
other processing variables, is required to achieve high-quality deposited parts. However,
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choosing the
t reasonablee and robust pprocessing varriable set via experiment iss obviously
time conssuming and ex
xpensive[5]. T
This to some extent
e
hinderss the LMD A
AM process
from beinng wider used
d in practicall production. A more exp
pecting alterna
native is to
develop a reliable num
merical modell which could
d serve to ideentify proper processing
variable seet for producin
ng crack free and reliable parts
p
by using LMD.
2. Descrip
ption/breakdown of LMD
D process
In LMD, as
a shown in Fig.1, metal poowders firstly flow within th
he deposition head ducts
and are acccelerated and
d becomes a ffully developeed flow beforee being ejecteed out from
the nozzlees’ tips; then the
t powder jeets interact witth the laser beeam near the llaser focus
plane prioor to depositio
on on the sub strate, which is melted duee to the laser irradiation
and formss a molten pool
p
trapping the incident powder jets; the melted or trapped
powders keep
k
depositin
ng and adding into the moltten pool on thee surface of thhe growing
layer and the molten zone finally soolidifies and forms
f
the traccks/clads when
en the laser
beam movves away. Acccording to theese physical ph
henomena and
d procedures, there are 4
sub-processes could be modelled in ssequence and then coupled to realize hollistic LMD
modellingg: (1) CFD simulation of the gas-pow
wder flow[4]; (2)
( laser/metaal powders
[6]
interactionn ; (3) formation of moltten pool due to laser irrad
diation with aaddition of
powder mass
m
and heat; (4) solidificaation of molteen pool with deposited
d
metaal powders
and formeed solid track.

Fig.
F 1 Schematic diagram of holisttic LMD process [1]

This research maiinly focused on the first sub-process of
o modelling gas-metal
powder fllow in LMD; and a 3D C
CFD model which
w
could accurately sim
mulate the
details of gas-powder fllow status of L
LMD process was establish
hed and analyzzed.
ng of gas-pow
wder flow for LMD
3. Numerrical Modellin
The gas-ppowder flows in
i the nozzless’ ducts and within
w
the interraction zone bbetween the
nozzles’ tips
t
and the su
ubstrate are nnot a simple one-phase
o
turb
bulent flow. Inn fact, this
flow can be characteriized as a twoo-phase flow,, in which th
he primary phhase is the
turbulent inert
i
gas and the secondaryy phase consissts of the metaal powder parrticles. The

behavior of
o particles su
uspended in a turbulent flo
ow depends on the propertiies of both
the particlles and the flo
ow. Turbulentt dispersion off both the partticles and the carrier gas
can be haandled by the concept of edddy diffusion energy in som
me range of tthe particle
size distriibution. The interaction
i
of the particle and
a gas could
d be solved byy two-way
coupling the
t discrete an
nd continuouss phase until the
t solutions in
i both phasess achieve a
kind of staable balance[77-9]. To realizee the simulatio
on and analyze powder flow
w behavior
involved in the powdeer feeding sysstem of the LMD
L
depositiion head, esppecially the
turbulencee phenomeno
on for the ggas-powder flow,
fl
a numeerical model has been
developedd based on thee nozzle setup shown in Fig.2(a).

.
(a) deposittion head

(b) geomeetry of internal paassages

(c) meshes of C
CFD domain

Fig.2 The pracctical laser deposiition head and its internal geometrry with passages

As shhown in Fig.2
2(a), the typicaal constructio
on of a real laaser depositionn head is a
conical metal structure with 4 copperr powder nozzzles facing to a focal point aand 1 main
central noozzle for gas and
a laser passsing through coaxially. its detailed geom
metry with
internal passages and ducts
d
are giveen in Fig.2(b)). Fig.2(b) alsso shows the schematic
o how the lasser deposition head deliver powders with
h assistance oof gas.. The
diagram of
gas-powder mixture iss firstly injeccted into the inlets of laseer depositionn head and
reaches a fully develop
ped flow whille travelling th
hrough the paassages and du
ducts inside
d nozzles. Onnce the gas-po
owder flow is sprayed out from the 4
the deposiition head and
nozzles’ tiips, 4 gas-pow
wder mixed jeets will firstly flying withou
ut interactive aactions and
then interrsect with eacch other to foorm a small circular focuseed spot whichh show the
maximus powder mass concentratiion of the gaas-powder flo
ow. Fig.2(c) shows the
domain arre discretized by different llevel of mesh
hes to both consider the im
mprovement
of overall calculation sp
peed and the required accu
uracy at some local critical areas with
complicatted geometry (such as the nnozzle tip and
d focus plane)) Some assum
mptions are
taken for modelling off the gas-pow
wder flow: (1)gas-powder mixture is trreated as a
steady-staate turbulent flow
f
with a cconstant velo
ocity and presssure distributtion at the
inlets; (2))the powder particles voluume fraction is less than 10% and thee one-way
coupled discrete
d
phasee modeling ((DPM) is ado
opted; (3)the heat transfeer by laser
radiation is temporarily
y neglected; ((4)the particlee size is assum
med to be sphherical and
with an avverage diameter of 100um. .
For thhe deposition simulation, a 25L/min argo
on jet is supplied and ejecteed from the
inner gas nozzle to pro
otect the laser optics from the
t rebounding particles annd to shield
the melt pool.
p
The TiA
Al powders weere delivered to the melt pool by using carrier gas
(argon) viia 4 nozzles which
w
are spacced equally around the inn
ner gas nozzlee. The total

flow rate of the carrier gas for the 4 nozzles is 5 L/min. Thesee 4 nozzles arre installed
around thhe main inner gas nozzle aand point to the
t melt pool which couldd make the
carrier gaas-powder jetts be trappedd to the meltt pool. The diameter
d
of tthe nozzle
tip/outlet is
i 1.17mm. Each of the nozzzles is titled 65 degree fro
om the substraate surface.
The initiaal conditions for
f CFD simuulation of gas-powder flow
w are given annd listed in
Table 1.
Tab
ble 1 Material pro
operties & processsing parameters used
u
for numerica
al simulation of L
LMD
Inputs forr CFD

Value

Inputs for
f CFD

Value

pressure of inner gas at inleet
Inner gas density
d
(Ar)
Inner gas flow
f
velocity (Arr)
Inner gas flow
f
rate (Ar)
pressure of carrier gas at in
nlet
carrier gass density (Ar)

300 MPaa
1.67 kg/m
m3
0.118 m//s
416.7 mm
m3/s
300 MPaa
1.67 kg/m
m3

carrier gass flow(Ar)
carrier gass flow rate (Ar)

0.588 m//s
83.3 mm
m3/s

average diameter of powders
powder density (TiAl)
powder flow rate (inlet)
powder flow velocity (inlet)
dia of ceentral nozzle (outtlet)
number of powder nozzle
es
dia of po
owder nozzles(ou
utlet)

100um
3910kg/m
/m3
2.55 (g/m
min)
0.118m//s
6.4mm
4
1.17mm
m

Stand-off distance

9.5 mm

4. Resultss and discussiion of CFD siimulation
There aree many outpu
ut variables fr
from CFD sim
mulation, in which
w
particlee velocity,
particle mass
m
concentraation, DPM nu
number of colllision and trajjectory of pow
wders after
being ejeccted from thee nozzles, aree the main vaariables of in
nterest that w
will directly
of molten poool in LMD.
affect the further sub-prrocesses of deeposition and solidification
s
If powderrs have sufficiiently large veelocity and caannot been abssorbed or trappped by the
molten poool on the subsstrate, then thee rebounding velocity of po
owders is anotther output
variable may
m need to paay attention too.

(a) velocity of gas-powder (two phase) (b) veelocity of powderr(discrete phase) (c)
( DPM numberr of collisions
Fig.3
3 CFD simulationn result of the velo
ocities of gas & powder
p

The veloccity of gas-po
owder flow iis shown in the
t Fig.3(a). We could seee the max
velocity of
o the gas-pow
wder flow is still within the nozzle du
ucts especially
ly near the
outlet of nozzles. It iss because the inlet pressurre and flow rate
r
of gas arre supplied
constantlyy while the seectional area nnear the nozzlle is at the miinimum. The magnitude
of the vellocity for the dispersed poowders is show
wn in the Fig
g.3(b). The paarticles are
accelerateed in the passsages and duucts of nozzlees stage-by-stage. After thhe particles
being ejeccted out from
m the nozzless, their veloccities keep in
ncreasing andd reach the
maximum
m magnitude (aaround 40m/s)) before they collide with each
e
other neaar the focus.
The collission of particles means the possiblity thaat powder willl collide with each other
due to the blown gas. As
A shown in Fiig.3(c), the co
ollision are mo
ost likely to bee happened

within thee internal ductts especially aat the position
n where its secctional area haas a abrupt
change. But
B after the powders
p
are ejjected out fro
om the nozzless, they are lesss likely to
collide unntil four jets of the powderss from the 4 nozzles
n
concen
ntrate on the ffocus leve.
This meanns that the po
owders ejectedd from the no
ozzles will fly
y with less poossibility of
collision until they are intersected w
with each otherr near the focaal point.

(a) PM
MC at different distances away from
m nozzle tip

(c) PM
MC at the level y=
=-6.5mm

(b
b) PMC at the lev
vel y=-1mm

(d))PMC around lase
er focus level y=--9.5mm

F 4 Particle maass concentration at different locattions away from the
Fig.
t outlet of nozzzle

Particle mass
m
concentrration is a vaariable that deescribe the deensity of partticles on a
specified plane or in a specified vollume. It could
d give the straaightforward iimpression
where thee particles aree more likely to gather. Fig
g. 4(a) showss the simulateed result of
MD. After
variation of particle mass
m
concentraation along th
he stand-off distance
d
of LM
ejecting out
o from the nozzles,
n
theree is a clear trrend that the 4 jets of paarticles are
travelling to and concen
ntrating on a ppoint of interssection. At the level of y=--1mm (Fig.
4(b)), the particle masss concentrationn of the 4 jetss are separate and discrete.. When the
jets travells to the levell of y=-6.5mm
m (Fig. 4(b)),, the boundary of 4 jets iss becoming
blurred. When
W
the 4 jets
j
travels too the level of y=-9.5mm (Fig. 4(c)), tthe highest
particle mass
m concentraation of the 4 jjets seem to converge
c
at th
he middle of thhe domain.
If the focaal point of a laser beam iss just at this lo
ocation, then the highest laaser power
heat couldd be employed
d to melt the ddensest cloud of particles. Matching
M
the laser beam
focal poinnt and the position of the convergent highest
h
particle mass conceentration is
extremelyy important for
f full fusioon of the deepoisted substtrate and parrticles and
consequenntly generation of crack-freee and high-q
quality depoisted tracks. Thhe Fig.4(d)
shows a laarger influenccing area of paarticle mass concentration than
t
that of Fiig.4(b) and
(c). It is mainly
m
becausse that it is neear the focal point and som
me particles w
will collide
and even bounce
b
back once
o
comes innto contact witth the substratte.

5. Conclusions
LMD, based on blowing a powder stream into a moving laser-induced melt pool, is
widely employed in the field of advanced manufacturing, such as rapid manufacturing,
surface enhancement, tooling and repair. In LMDS, metal powders firstly travel in the
laser deposition head, then eject out from the 4 nozzles, gradually converge into the
focal point and get molten near or within the molten pool, and finally deposited as a
track layer on the substrate. Modelling of LMD is difficult as it is characterized by
multiple phase changes, mass and heat flows. In this research, the whole LMD process
is analyzed and the gas-powder flow including powder conveyance and dispersion are
detailedly investigate due to its direct influence on the subsequent track formation and
residual stress on the substrate. The proposed CFD numerical model of gas-powder
flow could be used to gain full insight into the powder deposition process and to
analyze the influence of the geometrical & processing parameters such as the standoff
distance, volumetric gas flow rate, and powder mass flow rate on the quality of the
LMD. Also, the developed model provides important parameters for the calculation of
the heat transfer boundary condition for the holistic LMD process once the laser
radiation is added into the model.
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